INTRODUCTION

Previous investigations of fingered flow have focused
primarily on the initiation of the wetting front instability which leads to fingered flow [Hill and Parlange, 1972; Philip, 1975; Parlange and Hill, 1976; Diment and Watson, 1982] . The object of this study is to obtain an experimentally verified quantitative description of the physical structure of growing instabilities. The experimental aspect of this study requires rapid point measurements of matric potential, making use of the tensiometers introduced in the companion paper.
OBSERVED STRUCTURE OF GROWING INSTABILITIES
in experiments with continuous infiltration into a twodimensional two-layer sand system, the tip velocity has been observed to be constant in a given finger [Glass et al., 1989a] . In addition, Figures 3-6 of Glass et at. [1989b] strongly suggest that the moisture profile of a growing finger translates vertically with the tip velocity, as illustrated in In recent studies in homogeneous soil, measured finger growth continuously in time for five fingers in a single experiment under steady infiltration in 20-30 sand.
The coefficients of determination for a fit of a straight line to a plot of finger tip position versus time were found to be between 0.999 and 0.994 for five fingers, supporting the assumption of a we!l-defined, constant tip velocity (Table 1) . Figure 2 shows the growth history of a typical finger from the experiments of (finger 2 in Table 1 ). The growing finger's moisture profile starts with a region of high moisture content, required for the finger to overcome the water entry pressure for the sand, and falls to a significantly lower moisture content moving up from the tip. Figure 3 arises from calculation of the LHS of (10), we also note that unsaturated conductivity is extremely sensitive to packing and thus is expected to show some variation in a single chamber and between experiments.
With (9), the integral given in (8) may be calculated directly, to obtain vt-z=2n v which is the exact solution to Richards' equation for a growing finger in soils where (9) holds. The asymptotic relationship between moisture content and conductivity in a growing finger may be found by considering the solution to (7) o.r (12) as time goes to infinity. Considering a finite elevation z while t goes to infinity, the numerator in the integrand of (7) effective travel time for fingering flow which, for instance, is required in predicting pollution potential in instability-prone soils. In addition, these results allow for direct measurement of the u. nsaturated conductivity of coarsely textured soils. We expect that these results will help direct further investigation of the physics of fingered flow in porous media and continue to provide insight into the general character of unsaturated flow through consideration of this unique structural flow phenomena.
